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P1 Extended Learning (Colour Mixing) 

 

After learning about colours in their story book “Around and About” and their 

supplemental reader, “Painting a Picture”, students were expected to go to a local park 

or garden and to colour a picture of a beautiful flower. They were asked to try to use 

the 3 Primary colours to mix and create new colours to paint their pictures. 

  

     



P2 Extended Learning (Weather Bag) 

P2 students read the story of “Rani and the Weather Machine” and learned about the 

weather. The experiential learning task was to make a weather bag that shows the 

water cycle. Students later learned about the water cycle and how their weather bags 

worked. 

        

 

P3 Extended Learning (Banana Lollies) 

P3 Students read the story “Kids’ Kitchen” where they learned about recipes and 

making snacks. They were asked to follow the recipe in the story and make one of the 

snacks from the story. The students made banana lollies, sugar toast squares and 

peanut cookies. 

 
 



P4 Extended Learning (Old and New) 

P4 students read the book “The Visitors”. It is about then and now. From long time ago 

to the present day. The students were asked to take a photo of anything they can find 

at home that was from at least 10 years ago. The older the better as for their 

extended learning that things change and evolve overtime and how fast the changes 

happened in just few years ago.  

 

                    
 

P5 Extended Learning (Extreme Reading) 

P5 students read the story “Have you ever…?” They learned about extreme sports and 

do everyday activities in an extreme way. The students were tasked with an extreme 

reading challenge where they have to read a book in an extreme way.  

         



P6 Extended Learning (Good Samaritan & Pollution) 

P6 students read the story “The Good Samaritans” and showed examples of helping 

strangers in their community. 

They also read the story “The Magic Earth Genie” and learned about pollution and 

taking care of the environment. They were asked to find examples of pollution in their 

neighborhood. They give examples of land, water, air, noise and light pollution. 
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